Why Use Clickers?

An instructor uses a clicker or student response system hardware and associated software to poll students, and then capture and display results for a class to see and discuss. Student response systems or clickers are becoming an important learning tool in higher education as faculty use the technology to promote active learning, engage students, encourage participation, check knowledge, and provide immediate feedback and even assessment.

---

YOUR CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT

- Allows for anonymity for students
- Encourages all students to be active learners
- Clickers allow students to answer ALL questions All the time
- Use “Icebreaker” slides to greet class and to see who is present

LEARNING TOOLS

- Ask questions periodically throughout lectures to keep students focused
- Testing prior knowledge provides continuity from lecture to lecture
- Practice Peer Instruction- ask questions then have students discuss- then ask question again- compare results
- Conduct a “Question Lesson” where the question slides will direct instruction

ASSESSMENT TOOLS

- Pre and Post testing can give instant results and promote differentiated instruction
- Answers can be recorded and used for paperless assessments
- You can use pictures, audio recordings, data information as questions

---

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

- Have additional questions?
- Need Assistance?

Contact Theresa Boppell
tboppell@wcupa.edu
610-430-4089

Or Stop by the Digital Corner
Anderson room 2